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Payment & Treasury Trade Capture and
Booking

For institutions with front end systems such as Reuters, Kondor+, Bloomberg or
Musketeer, Aqua Global’s e2gen Transaction Capture and Booking Interface (TCB)
eliminates the time consuming, error prone and costly activity that is associated with
manual deal entry into a Back Office System.

Introduction

This feature is part of Aqua Global’s modular e2gen suite of products designed to solve
the challenges that institutions face enabling seamless, end to end automation. TCB
allows an institution to create a robust, scalable and highly flexible process flow which
enables greater control whilst reducing risk and transaction cost.

Functionality

TCB captures the data stream of new, amended and cancelled trades from a number of
different Front End sources and then automatically books them into another Core
Banking System. The data definition layer allows for any file types, for example XLS,
XML and CSV, to be imported and processed. This enables third parties to submit trade
information for automated booking.

This automatic translation from one system format to another facilitates the booking of
trades using, where available, the Back Office system application program interfaces
(API) to ensure full support of transactions by the back office system vendor. Status
codes from the API programs indicating the success or failure of the booking process
are monitored and will automatically alert users to take the appropriate action where
required. A manual repair function is also available to enable re-booking.
Messages supported by the interface include:

Payments
• Credits to accounts • External payments • Debits for internal transfers • Advices
via SWIFT or e-mailed PDFs
Treasury
• Loans and deposits (fixed term, call) • FX Swaps, FX Spots, FX Forward • Future
Rate Agreements (FRA) • Interest Rate Swaps (IRS)

Other deal types can be defined through simple configuration.

Sanctions Monitoring

Prior to any automated booking, the validity of the trade information can be checked
against e2gen’s ‘Sanctions database’ that is primed from sources such as OFAC, Dow
Jones, WorldCheck and Accuity amongst others. This provides surety that an institution
can adopt all of the latest compliance checks for the minimal of manual effort.

Exceptions Management

As institutions benefit from increased rates of STP, the ability to monitor and be
proactively alerted to any exceptions becomes crucial. e2gen’s work management
framework ensures staff manage and repair these exceptions efficiently and with full
audit.

Benefits

TCB gives complete visibility to the entire booking process and provides institutions
with an intuitive, robust interface that enables treasury operations to:

• Reduce manual effort • Reduce risk • Reduce processing costs • Improve audit
• Improve compliance • Improve accuracy • Provide faster resolution of issues
• Handle increasing volumes

Building on a foundation of over 30 years global experience in financial messaging,
Aqua Global’s e2gen modular suite simplifies operational procedures and allows rapid
deployment of new message architecture.
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